
Saving Data 
in iOS     

Encoding and Decoding Objects



How It Works

 Archives save objects and associated references to  
   disk which can be read back.

 Objects must implement a protocol.

 Very similar to how Java handles its serialization.

 Can be slow and take a lot of memory when dealing 
    with large object graphs.



NSKeyArchiver

 Converts objects to machine independent stream 
    of bytes.

 Identity and relationships are preserved between  
   objects and their values.

 Archives support Objective-C Objects, scalars, arrays, 
    and structures.

 Union, void *, function pointers, and long chains of  
    pointers are not supported.



Coders

 Objects are read and written using Coder objects.

 Implement the NSCoding protocol to enable  
    archiving for your object.

 When coding objects, the Coder will code the  
    object along with any referenced objects as well.

_firstName = [aDecoder decodeObjectForKey:@"FirstName"];

[aCoder encodeObject:self.firstName forKey:@"FirstName"];



Root Object

 Two objects containing references to each other  
    can generate infinite loops in the coder.

 The root object is the starting point in the object 
    graph.

 If an coder is asked to encode an object more than 
    once, the coder encodes a reference instead of  
    encoding the object again.



Conditional Objects

 Allows you to encode only part of an object graph 
    instead of encoding the entire thing

 A conditional object is encoded only if it is encoded  
   unconditionally in another part in the object graph.

 Conditional objects are typically used to encode weak 
    references.

[aCoder encodeConditionalObject:self.title forKey:@"title"];



Keyed Archives

 Object values are coded and retrieved by "keys".

 Avoid using $ in your keys as that may cause internal 
   conflicts.

 As classes evolve, you can add new keys for new  
    fields and ignore keys for removed fields.

 Public classes that can be subclassed should use a  
    prefix in key names to avoid "key" naming collisions.



 You can use delegate methods to substitute one  
    object, if desired.

 Delegate methods will let you know when each object  
    is encoded or decoded.

Keyed Archives



Putting it All Together

 Have class implement NSCoding Protocol

 Implement initWithCoder: and encodeWithObject:

 Initialize a NSKeyedArchiver or NSKeyedUnarchiver  
    object



Demo



Challenge


